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First Online World Retrospective of Sergei Loznitsa for Free

 

In his case, festival juries churn out awards, as seen in Cannes,
Toronto and Paris, while viewers are charmed by the quiet pace
of his poetic images of remote Russian landscapes. Watch ten
documentaries by Sergei Loznitsa, including his yet
unpublished film master class, from December 1 to 14 at
DAFilms.com for free!

LINK

 

Do not miss the unique chance to look into the original creative
thinking of Sergei Loznitsa! Watch the director‘s yet
unpublished film master class from the spring of 2014 entitled
“Authenticity and the Phenomenon of Cinema”. What
will the filmmaker reveal about his works?

 

Enjoy the timelessness and infinite peace radiating from the
film THE LETTER, a black-and-white celebration of the
everydayness of Russian traditional landscape filmed on the
visually attractive medium of 35mm film, nominated for the
European Film Award in the best short film category in
2013.

 

The works by Sergei Loznitsa do not lack humour or irony
either! Find out in the original film collage REVUE revealing
the ideology and aesthetic of Soviet political propaganda of the
1950s and 1960s. Watch the film until Sunday, December 14 for
free.

Submit Your Film Online HERE

// YOUR ONLINE DOCUMENTARY CINEMA //
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Streaming Bonus:

stream 10 films of your

choice within 2 months from

the date of your registration

for 3 Euro only!

  

Charge Your Account:

all registered users can

charge their accounts

and watch and download

films until they spend the

credit

  

Send a Film as a Gift:

purchase a link to any

of the films and make it

a special personal gift

Doc Alliance Films, Bubenská 1, 170 00 Praha 7, Czech Republic
Tel: +420 777 613 094
E-mail: info@dafilms.com

This is the Doc Alliance Newsletter. You received it because you left your e-mail address on the Doc Alliance Films portal
http://dafilms.com. Usually monthly, we're offering you news about films and events on the portal. In case you're not interested in
receiving the newsletter anymore, visit http://dafilms.com/newsletter/unsubscribe/. Please e-mail any other issues to
info@dafilms.com. Thank you.
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